Be smart!
Protect against ticks!
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Walk in the center of trails.
Wear protective clothing.
Wear an insect repellant.
For More helpful advice.:
Contact:fightthebite@fairfaxcounty.gov

Follow the Clues

Scan here to have the mystery trail
on your mobile device.

2020

THE
COMBINATION BOX

After you finish
the Mystery Trail,
check out additional trails
within the
Fairfax County Park Authority!
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https://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/parks/trails
This Mystery Trail is entirely fictional. The use of names of real people, living or dead, as characters
in this mystery, is intended for fun only and in no way or by any means alleges or implies any
connection whatsoever on their part with any wrongdoing or criminal act.
Copyright 2020 Fairfax County Park Authority
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Clue Answers
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Write down your answer to each clue.
Cross off any shaded letters in combination box
to the right. The letters remaining will
show a 4 digit answer to complete your mission!
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INSTRUCTIONS...
You don't need a map to solve this Mystery Trail. The
directions will lead you from the start to finish. If you miss an
answer along the way, retrace your steps and try again.
COMPLETING THE MISSION...
Solve the clues to complete the mission. Use the answer
grid on the back page and work out the deactivation code.
The answers are words that you will find as you follow the
trail. When you find each answer, write it into the grid. Some
of the boxes in the grid are shaded. Cross out the
corresponding letters in the combination box. Solving all the
clues will leave 4 letters. This is the deactivation code.
Mission complete!
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CLUE 1

YOUR MISSION
Work out the deactivation
code. This trail
starts and ends at
the front of our building..

Keep your back to the
building and walk don't run
to find the clue
numbered one.

Find where Cub Run REC
happenings are posted.
What is the animal that
is brown and yellow
is greeting you?
Place the answer
on page 5.

CLUE 4
End this path and
find a new
that has a three foot
high stump calling
to you.

At the end of the trail
there are no bones.
But Richard knows that
with a last name
of _________?

?

Your mission is only
half way complete
so walk toward
a building with those
sweet feet!

Our wildlife creatures
love our
Cub Run Stream Valley.
.
Now find the rules
without a dally.

Don't pass me- I'm
red, short and small.
I'm your friend if fire
you should call.
I have 2 words but just
use my second.

Keeping the sign
to your left.
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Which way does
the path bend?

Turn left.

CLUE 7
What should always
be on a leash?

Leave the bird to dine,
turn around, and find
a tall wooden sign.
Face the sign, turn right.
The next sign will be
a delight.

Stand in the middle of
the big grassy circle.
The stone number
surrounding you
is your clue
numbered ten.

At the sign you will stop
as you will need to look
at the top
Don't be scared or run,
It's only a mere
number __?

CLUE 6

There is nature
on your left
and on your right
Stop when you see
an informational sign
in your sight.

The "Ribbons of Green"
says.

"You can team with a
__________________?"
There you have clue
number six,
now proceed watching
for those sneaky ticks.

CLUE 8
Pay attention,
the man on a sign
is not showing the right
way to go.
Go the other way.-ok?

CLUE 10
Keep it on your right,
follow the curb
to the very end.
A sign in the grass
will tell you with
the first 3 words
where to head next.

Clue 2 is the wing color
of the bird appearing to
endlessly eat throughout
his entire vacation.

CLUE 3

CLUE 5

.

CLUE 9

CLUE 2

Follow his direction
to the bird
watching station.

CLUE 11
You'll need the colors of
the numbers in the
heavens
to figure out
clue number eleven,
(Use the photo clue in
next box)
.

Where numbers
greet you with coloradd the two
most southern .
That is your clue
labeled number eight!.

Quickly go north east in
a long straight linethat's where you find
clue number nine!

MISSION
E
COMPLET
Congratulations! You
should now be able to
work out the four figure
code to thwart
Dr. Derek!
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